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DAY 2 argument structure alternations – esp. causative/inchoative alternation (My fingers froze from the
cold ~ The cold froze my fingers),  active/passive  alternation (The government froze the funding ~
The funding was frozen by the government), conative alternation (Inflation ate up the funding ~
Inflation ate away at the funding), dative/applicative alternation (She froze a popsicle for me ~ She
froze me a popsicle), middle voice (Funding freezes easily)

• the causative/inchoative alternation

(1) a. the cold froze my fingers
b. my fingers froze (from the cold)

• much of the literature on this alternation concentrates on the apparent fact that an ergative
verb such as freeze, whose è-grid contains just a change-of-state Theme argument, allows 
the addition of a Cause argument

6 the alternation between inchoative my fingers froze and the cold froze my fingers is standard-
ly treated (esp. in introductory textbooks to syntax) as a poster child for the v-hypothesis
– adding v to the VP of the ergative verb introduces an external argument
– adding v to the VP of the ergative verb introduces an accusative Case feature
Y Burzio’s Generalisation

• to the extent that the literature pays attention to the version of (1b) that includes from the
cold, it typically treats it as an adjunct

6 this is similar to the standard treatment of the by-phrase harbouring the demoted Agent in the
passive

(2) a. the government froze the funding
b. the funding was frozen (by the government)

• the fact that the string from the cold in (1b) and the string by the government in (2b) are both
optional is usually presented as support (or even as an argument) for the treatment of these
strings as adjuncts

6 but the very constituency of these strings is actually in doubt — particularly in the case of
from (see Collins 2005, Den Dikken 2020 on by, to be revisited later in today’s discussion)

(3) a. *from what did your fingers freeze?
b. *the cold snap from which my fingers froze was unseasonably severe

6 moreover, if the from- and by-phrases in the (1/2b) are treated as adjuncts AND if the è-roles
of the DPs following from/by are the same as the ones borne by the DPs in subject position
in (1/2a), we run into a major conflict with Baker’s (1988) UTAH

6 as Collins (2005) is right to stress (for (2); he does not talk about (1)), UTAH enjoins us to
base-generate the arguments of the verb in exactly the same structural positions in the a– and
b–sentences of each pair
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• the Cause argument in (1a) and the Agent argument in (2a) are external arguments of the
verbal predicates involved

6 by ‘external argument’, we understand base-generation external to the verbal predicate —
more particularly, as subjects of predication

• predication relations (in the theory of Den Dikken 2006) are fundamentally asymmetrical but
non-directional

(4) a. CANONICAL predication
[RP [Subject xNP] [RN RELATOR [Predicate XP]]]

b. REVERSE predication
[RP [Predicate XP] [RN RELATOR [Subject xNP]]]

• PROPOSAL for the causative/inchoative alternation: (1a) represents (4a); (1b) involves (4b)

(5) a. [RP [Subject the cold] [RN RELATOR [Predicate froze my fingers]]]
b. [RP [Predicate froze my fingers] [RN RELATOR=from [Subject the cold]]]

6 in the course of the derivation, the Cause argument of (5a) (the cold) and the Theme
argument of (5b) (my fingers) are raised into the structural subject position of the clause (for
syntactic reasons); the Cause argument of (5b) is not promotable to subject: when present,
it is licensed in situ, by the overt RELATOR of the reverse predication relationship

NB in (5b) the Cause argument can implicit, probably in the form of proarb; the exact circum-
stances under which the subject of a reverse predication can remain implicit are not yet fully
understood, and I will not say more about this here — but as we will discover later, the fact
per se that the subject of a reverse predication can remain implicit is something that general-
ises over the entire range of ‘directionality of predication alternations’ to be discussed today

• the syntax for (1b) given in (5b) immediately accounts for the ungrammaticality of (3): the
string from the cold in (5b) is not a constituent (in the sense of ‘maximal projection’), hence
not eligible for movement

NB whether the Cause argument can undergo movement by itself, stranding from qua RELATOR

of a reverse predication, is empirically unclear: from (also out of and by) can also project a
PP serving as a circumstantial adjunct (I cried from exhaustion, involving an unergative verb
that does not participate in the lexical causative/inchoative alternation: *exhaustion cried
me), and it may be the case that the cold snap which my fingers froze from, when acceptable,
involves a circumstantial adjunct-PP containing which

• causative/inchoative alternations of the type in (1) are not restricted to verbal constructs

(6) a. the medication reddened my eyes frostbite blackened his toes
b. my eyes reddened from the medication his toes blackened from frostbite
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(7) a. the medication got my eyes red frostbite turned his toes black
b. my eyes got red from the medication his toes turned black from frostbite

6 this is unsurprising: there is nothing that ‘predestines’ (5) to verbal predications — (8) is
well-formed
[for reasons of transparency and space economy, (8) abstracts away from the inchoative
aspectual head ‘COME/GO’ that combines with the stative predication structure of which AP
is the predicate; on this, recall the end of the handout for DAY 1]

(8) a. [RP1 the medication [RN RELATOR1=CAUS [RP2 my eyes [RN RELATOR2=BE [AP red]]]]]
b. [RP1 [RP2 my eyes [RN RELATOR2=BE [AP red]]] [RN RELATOR=from [the medication]]]

• in (8), a predication structure (RP2) serves as the predicate of a larger predication structure
(RP1): a state of affairs (my eyes red) is brought about by an external force

6 predication structures can serve as predicates of larger predication structures if a meaningful
relationship can be established between the subject of the larger predication and the state of
affairs denoted by the smaller predication structure

• the subject of the inner predication structure in (8) is the Theme
6 this reflects what was said about the ‘Theme-of’ relation on DAY 1: the Theme is the subject

of predication to a predicate expressing a state or location
6 sentences with both a Theme and a Cause consistently have a syntax with two predication

structures, such that the Theme is the subject of the inner predication, which is subsequently
predicated of the Cause argument

6 (5) should be updated as in (5N) in light of this

(5N) a. [RP1 the cold [RN RELATOR1=CAUS [RP2 my fingers [RN RELATOR2 [VP froze]]]]]
b. [RP1 [RP2 my fingers [RN RELATOR2 [VP froze]]] [RN RELATOR=from [the cold]]]

Q is the approach to the causative/inchoative alternation as a ‘directionality of predication alter-
nation’ compatible with Baker’s (1988) UTAH?

(9) Uniformity of Theta-Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH)
identical thematic relations between items are represented by identical structural
relations between these items at the level of D-structure

6 in the a– and b–structures in (8) and (5N), the external argument of the AP/VP-predicate is
projected onto different structural positions

6 but the relata in these structures are the same (an AP/VP and a nominal phrase), and the
relationship between the two terms is also the same: a predication relation in RP1, mediated
by RELATOR1

6 UTAH is about relations, NOT absolute positions
6 UTAH accepts ‘directionality of predication alternations’ of the type in (8a,b) and (5Na,b)

because the terms and their relationship are the same; the directionality of the relationship
is not an issue
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• the active/passive alternation

(2) a. the government froze the funding (10) a. Mary hit John
b. the funding was frozen (by the gov’t) b. John was hit (by Mary)

6 some salient differences between the causative/inchoative alternation and the active/passive
alternation:
– unlike the causative/inchoative alternation, the active/passive alternation is not con-

fined to change-of-state/location constructions: simple agentive events participate in
it as well

– while the verb form used in the two versions of (1) is the same, the verb form used
in (2/10b) is a past participle; concomitantly, in tensed environments, participial
passives require auxiliation

– the P-element used to introduce the external argument is different in the two alter-
nations: from in the causative/inchoative alternation, by in the active/passive one

NB it is important to be aware of the fact that not too much significance should be attached to
the choice of P-element
– German uses von ‘of/from’ in both causatives (seine Zehen sind schwarz von

Erfrierungen ‘his toes are black from frostbite’) and passives (er wurde von ihr
geschlagen ‘he was hit by her’); Dutch uses the cognate P-element van in causatives
but not in passives (except in idiomatic relics, such as van de ratten besnuffeld
‘sniffed by (lit., of/from) rats, i.e., crazy’)

– like from (see above), by also occurs in circumstantial modifiers (by way/means of
x, by cause (> because) of x), alongside their uses as spatial Ps (come from the
library, sit by the fire); as an introducer of circumstantial modifiers, by extends its
use to the causative/inchoative alternation (my eyes are red because of the medication)

• the standard generative analysis (dating back to Chomsky’s earliest work) treats (2/10a) as
a more or less direct reflection of the underlying syntax of transitive sentences, and derives
(2/10b) from this underlying syntax by performing (a) a morphological operation on the verb
(participle formation) causing (b) obligatory auxiliation (with be), (c) promotion of the trans-
itive object, and (d) demotion or suppression of the transitive subject

(11) Passive Transformation
NP1 – V – NP2 Y NP2 – be – V+PTC – (by NP1)

BUT – auxiliation is not an essential ingredient of the passive (cf. with-absolutes: with the
funding frozen (by the government), we will not be able to proceed with our plans)

– promotion of the object and demotion/suppression of the subject are not intrinsically
linked to participle formation (cf. the periphrastic perfect: the government has frozen
the funding)
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• the idea that participle formation performs two magic tricks (‘absorption’ of the external è-
role and ‘absorption’ of accusative Case; see Jaeggli 1986 and Baker, Johnson & Roberts
1989 for valiant attempts to demystify these tricks, hinging on è-role and Case assignment
to the participial morpheme -en) is not in any sense helpful in understanding the passive

6 ‘absorption’ of the external è-role is only possible in a theory employing è-grids, and can
only be lexical operation

6 this lexical operation (‘absorb/demote/internalise Agent’) could logically be linked to another
lexical operation: ‘externalise Theme’ (Williams)

6 but although lexicalist approaches to the passive exist, it is eminently clear that neither
‘absorb/demote/internalise Agent’ nor ‘externalise Theme’ is an ingredient of the optimal
treatment of the passive
– passivisation can promote any internal argument (regardless of its è-role) to subject

(Mary was hit/kissed, the correct answer is known by only one person, the door was
opened by the wind/the key, etc.)

– passivisation can promote the external argument of a predicate in the complement of
the participialised verb (Mary is considered smart by many people)

6 the grammaticality of passives based on ‘ECM constructions’ is a particularly powerful
argument against a lexicalist approach to passivisation

NB precisely the kinds of things that passivisation can do that I illustrated above CANNOT be
done under medialisation (or ‘middle formation’): *Mary hits easily, *the correct answer
doesn’t know easily, *Mary considers smart easily)

6 Williams’ appeal to the lexical rule ‘externalise Theme’ in connection with middles is by and
large on target, empirically speaking; rightly, Williams never applied this rule to the passive
— nor should anyone else: it will not get you anywhere

6 we will return to middle formation at the end of today’s programme

• if the passive does not ‘externalise’ the object via a lexical operation, it must be promoted
to subject in syntax

6 doing so introduces a complication on the standard approach to transitive clauses: the object
must somehow move past the external argument

(12) a. [TP [Subject xNP] [TN T [vP tSubject [vN v [VP V [Object xNP]]]]]]
b. [TP [Object xNP] [TN T+AUX [vP ecSubject [vN v [VP V+PTC tObject]]]]]

6 on its face, (12b) presents a problem for Relativised Minimality

6 there is a potentially very simple way of dealing with this (due to Guasti):
– Relativised Minimality is about making sure that only the shortest possible moves are

made
– movement of the object to SpecvP, a è-position, is not a possible move (è-Criterion)
Y the object is free to skip SpecvP on its way to the first available non-thematic A-

position (SpecTP)
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6 besides the locality issue that may or may not plague the standard approach to the passive,
this analysis is also hobbled by the problem of accommodating the external argument in
passives with an overt by-phrase:
– if the external è-role is assigned by by in such cases (while in the active the external

è-role is assigned by v), this amounts to a flagrant violation of UTAH
– if the complement of by is not the recipient of the external è-role, the question of how

to link this noun phrase to the empty category in SpecvP in such a way that they two
can ‘share’ their thematic roles becomes a pressing one

• Collins (2005) presents a novel derivational analysis of the active/passive alternation that
starts out from the familiar structure of active transitives, (12a), but which
(i) abides by the rigour of the principles-and-parameters approach (no downward

movement, no locality incursions), and
(ii) base-generates the arguments of the verb in exactly the same structural positions in

both constructions (in compliance with Baker’s 1988 UTAH)

6 in the context of (ii), Collins unfolds an outlook on the by-phrase, taking the noun phrase
following by in the passive form to occupy the same position as the external argument in the
underlying representation of the active (the SpecvP position of Chomsky 1995:Ch. 4) and
merging the preposition by in a functional head (Voice) located immediately outside vP

6 the object of the passivised verb, which is promoted to structural subject, is first ‘smuggled’
around both the external argument (SpecvP) and by (Voice) via movement of the participial
VP to SpecVoiceP, and subsequently extricates itself from the participial VP in a final NP-
movement step to SpecTP

6 Collins’ (2005) analysis of the passive, illustrated here for the sentence the book was written
by John, is summarised in (13)

(13) 

 DP
John

by
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• in Den Dikken (2020:section 2), I present a detailed critique of the central ingredient of
Collins’ analysis (‘smuggling’), which I will not reproduce here

6 instead, I will present a novel analysis (based on Den Dikken 2006) of the active/passive
alternation, whose central tenet is the idea (already exploited above in the analysis of the
causative/inchoative alternation) that the active and the passive differ in the directionality
of the predication relation established between the VP and the external argument:

– the active is represented as a CANONICAL predication structure, with the VP
in the complement position of the RELATOR and the subject of predication as
its specifier

– the passive is represented as a REVERSE predication structure, with the VP-
predicate merged in the specifier position of the RELATOR-head and the
external argument in its complement

(14) a. Mary hit John [RP [xNP Mary] [RN RELATOR=v [VP hit John]]]
b. John was hit by Mary [RP [VP hit John] [RN RELATOR=by [xNP Mary]]]

6 (14b) shares with the output of Collins’ (2005) ‘smuggling’ the idea that the participial VP
occupies a specifier position (more particularly, the specifier position of a head that is spelled
out as by)

6 but the participial VP in (14b) is not moved into SpecRP but base-generated there, and,
concomitantly, the complement of the RELATOR-head in (14b) is just the external argument,
Mary, not a vP containing Mary and the trace of the raised VP

• an approach to the active/passive alternation as a ‘directionality of predication alternation’
(a) helps make sense of the grammaticality of impersonal passives and pseudo-passives

based on ergative/unaccusative verbs
(b) derives Visser’s Generalisation — the fact that subject control verbs resist personal

passivisation (*I was promised to give me a present vs it was decided to leave)
(c) explains the restrictions on coreference of the external and internal arguments of the

passive (John was killed cannot mean ‘John killed himself’)
(d) makes correct predictions regarding the constituency of the by-phrase

re: (a) the argument in the by-phrase in the examples in (15) is a Theme rather than an Agent/Cause

(15) a. after much deliberation, a decision was arrived at (by the committee)
b. er werd de hele nacht aangekomen en vertrokken (door allerlei gasten) (Dutch)

there was the whole night arrived and departed by all.sorts.of guests

6 recall that Themes, like Agents/Causes, are structurally represented as subjects of predication
— with a smaller portion of the projection of the verb serving as the predicate

6 in the canonical predication structure in (16), the minimal VP is predicated, with the help of
RELATOR2, of the Theme, and the predication structure thereby created can (if still unsatu-
rated) in turn serve as the predicate of the Agent/Cause, connected to it by RELATOR1
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(16) [RP1 Agent/Cause [RELATOR1 [RP2 Theme [RELATOR2 [VP V [Complement ...]]]]]]

6 in ergative/unaccusative constructions, the upper RP is absent
6 the predication relation between the minimal VP and the Theme can be established either

canonically, as in (17a), or in reverse, as in (17b) — the latter procures (15)

(17) a. [RP Theme [RELATOR [VP V [Complement ...]]]]
b. [RP [VP V [Complement ...]] [RELATOR Theme]]

re: (b) Visser’s Generalisation (Bresnan 1982, Jenkins 1972) falls out straightforwardly from the
reverse predication approach to the passive

6 the subject of a reverse predication, on its low right branch, cannot control a PRO inside the
participial VP, located in the specifier of RP, because it does not c-command PRO

(18) a. John persuaded [DP the guests] [CP PRO to stay for dinner]
b. the guests were persuaded PRO to stay for dinner (by John)

(19) a. John promised [DP the hosts] [CP PRO to stay for dinner]
b. *the hosts were promised PRO to stay for dinner (by John)

(20) a. John persuaded [DP the politicians]i [CP PROi to reward {themselves/*them}i]
b. the politiciansi were persuaded PROi to reward themselvesi

(21) a. John promised [DP the politicians]i [CP PRO to reward {them/*themselves}i]
b. *the policitiansi were promised PRO to reward themi (by John)

(22) a. *[RP [VP promised the hosts [CP PRO to stay for dinner]] [RN RELATOR=by [xNP John]]]
b. *[RP [VP promised the polsi [CP PRO to reward themi]] [RN RELATOR=by [xNP John]]]

NB a blanket ban on passivisation of subject control verbs would be inaccurate: only personal
passives of subject control verbs give rise to VG effects; impersonal passives do not

(23) it was decided PRO to stay for dinner

(24) a. *the demonstrators were promised (by the committee) to investigate the matter
b. %?it was promised (by the committee) to investigate the matter (Kawasaki 1993:105)

(25) er werd me beloofd om me op de hoogte te houden (Dutch; Van Urk 2013)

there became me promised COMP me on the height to keep
‘people promised me to keep me posted/informed’

6 the expletive subject of impersonal passives has no role to play at LF: it is removed from the
representation at the end of the LF-syntactic derivation

6 this opens up the SpecTP position for something else to move into at LF
6 LF-movement to SpecTP of the implicit external argument of the passive (licit because IMP

was not ‘deactivated’ in narrow syntax via an Agree relation with some probe) causes IMP

to c-command the PRO-subject of the infinitival clause, giving IMP the chance to control it
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(26) [TP IMPi was [RP [VP decided [CP PROi to stay for dinner]] [RN RELATORi ti]]]] (at LF)

re: (c) passives and coreference
6 in (27), the reflexive in the participial VP is successfully bound by the implicit agent1

(27) a. such privileges should be kept to oneself (Baker, Johnson & Roberts 1989:228)

b. damaging testimony is always given about oneself in secret trials (Roberts 1987)

c. the magazines were sent by Mary to herself (Collins 2005a:111)

d. testimony was given by the suspect about himself (Collins 2005a:111)

6 the reflexive marks the participial VP-predicate reflexive, in the sense of Reinhart & Reuland
(1993)

6 a reflexive-marked predicate must be reflexive (Condition A)
6 my approach to the passives ensures this straightforwardly — crucially, without c-command

(28) a. [RP [VP kept to oneselfi]REFL-MARKED PRED [RN RELATOR [IMPi]]]
b. [RP [VP sent to herselfk]REFL-MARKED.PRED [RN RELATOR [Maryk]]]

• Collins (2005:113): in (29a), coreference between a pronoun in the participial VP and the
external argument in the by-phrase is ‘completely impossible’ while in (29b) it is relatively
unproblematic (the judgements here are Collins’)

(29) a. *the money was sent to himi by {Johni/himi}
b. ?(?)the money was sent to himi by Johni’s mother

6 (29a) involves a reflexive predicate, for which Condition B demands that it be reflexive-
marked — which it is not, whence the ungrammaticality

6 (29b) is grammatical (to the same extent that backwards anaphora is generally acceptable in
English; cf. his mother loves John under coreference) because here, unlike in (29a), we are
not dealing with two coindexed co-arguments, hence there is no reflexive predicate, and
Condition B is not activated

• (30a) means ‘John was killed by some implicit person other than John himself’; it cannot
mean ‘John killed himself, John committed suicide’: the implicit external argument of the
passive and the promoted internal argument cannot be coindexed

6 IMP in (30b) cannot reflexive-mark the predicate because it is not part of the predicate: it is
the subject of predication

6 if we coindex IMP and the participial VP-predicate in (30b), we get a violation of Condition
B (‘a reflexive predicate must be reflexive-marked’)

(30) a. John was killed
b. *[RP [VP killed eci] [RN RELATOR [IMPi]]]

1 Binding by an overt DP in the by-phrase (the letter was sent to herself by Mary) has given rise to highly variable
judgements in the literature: see Collins (2005:111). Like Collins, I will take it to be syntactically well-formed.
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NB with an explicit by-phrase containing an anaphor, the result of coindexation of the reflexive
and the surface subject of the passive is sometimes grammatical, in both English and Dutch

(31) a. John was accidentally injured by himself
b. Joop werd door zichzelf gehinderd

Joop became by SE.self hindered
‘Joop was hindered by himself’

6 in (31) the by-phrases do not represent the volitional agent of the event: in (31a) the injury
was brought about by accident; and in (31b), door zichzelf seems to express a circumstance

6 the by-phrases in (31a,b) are not represented as in (32) (with by as the spell-out of the
RELATOR and its complement as the subject of the reverse predication) but instead as in (33)
(with the by-phrase as a circumstantial adjunct; cf. Dutch door toedoen van zichzelf and its
English equivalent by his own doing)

(32) *[RP [VP injured eci] [RN RELATOR=by [himselfi]]]
(33) [VP [VP injured eci] [PP by himselfi]]REFL

6 (32) is ill-formed: the VP-predicate is reflexive but not itself reflexive-marked
6 (33) converges with the complex adjunction structure injured ec by himself predicated as a

chunk of the surface subject of the passive

re: (d) the by-phrase of passives can be displaced as a consituent

(34) a. by whom was the car fixed?
b. the mechanic by whom the car was fixed

6 Collins (2005) is explicit about this posing a problem for his analysis
6 for (35) (my approach to the agentive by-phrase), (34) is problematic as well

(35) [RP [VP fixed the car] [RN RELATOR=by [xNP whom]]]

6 it is inadvisable to try to make the reverse predication structure in (35) the input to by-phrase
movement in some way — displacement of of a doctor in (36a), a case of reverse predication
(see (36b)), is impossible: (37)

(36) a. I have an idiot of a doctor: he prescribed me the wrong meds
b. [an [RP [idiot] [RN RELATOR=of [a doctor]]]]

(37) a. *of a doctor, I have an idiot
b. *a doctor, of which I have an idiot, should be careful not to prescribe the wrong meds

6 (34) can only be derived via (38) (cf. (33))

(38) [TP the cari ... [VP [VP fixed eci] [PP by whom]]]
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• merging the by-phrase as an adjunct ordinarily delivers a circumstantial reading — the
referent of the DP in the by-PP created the circumstances under which the event denoted by
the participial VP came about

6 passives with movement of the by-phrase feature a construal of the by-phrase as a circum-
stantial adjunct, NOT strictly speaking an agentive by-phrase

(39) a. door Jan heeft Piet mij aangenomen/verwekt/ontdekt
by Jan has Piet me hired/begot/discovered
‘thanks to Jan, Piet hired/begot/discovered me’

b. door Jan ben ik door Piet aangenomen/verwekt/ontdekt
by Jan am I by Piet hired/begot/discovered
‘thanks to Jan, I was hired/begot/discovered by Piet’

• KEY PROPERTIES OF THE PASSIVE on the reverse predication approach
– the participial VP occupies the specifier position of a RELATOR head that can be

spelled out as by
– the Agent is the direct complement of the head spelled out as by
– by and the Agent do not form a maximal projection

• one of Collins’ (2005) central motives is to make the passive compatible with Baker’s (1988)
UTAH

6 in the analyses of the passive by Jaeggli (1986), Baker (1988), and Baker, Johnson & Roberts
(1989), the external è-role is assigned to an element (the passive morpheme -en) in a
structural position (a functional head) that is markedly different from the position to which
it is assigned in the active (SpecvP in current parlance)

6 in (14a) and (14b) (repeated below), too, the external argument of the VP-predicate is
projected onto different structural positions

6 but the relata in (14a) and (14b) are the same (a participial VP and a nominal phrase), and
the relationship between the two terms is also the same: a predication relation in RP,
mediated by a RELATOR

(14) a. Mary hit John [RP [xNP Mary] [RN RELATOR=v [VP hit John]]]
b. John was hit by Mary [RP [VP hit John] [RN RELATOR=by [xNP Mary]]]

6 recall, again, that UTAH is about relations, NOT absolute positions — so the ‘directionality
of predication alternation’ approach to the active/passive alternation is in conformity with
UTAH

• the conative alternation

(40) a. John ate the meat
b. John ate at the meat

(41) a. John was cutting the bread
b. John was cutting at the bread
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• the conative alternation is available for a fairly wide range of verb types (see esp. Levin 1993
for discussion and illustration)

6 here I will confine myself to cases involving affecting verbs, setting non-affecting verbs
aside2

• at the outset of the discussion of the conative alternation, recall the existence of passives
based on ergative verbs, with demotion of the Theme (rather than the Agent/Cause)

(15) a. after much deliberation, a decision was arrived at (by the committee)
b. er werd de hele nacht aangekomen en vertrokken (door allerlei gasten) (Dutch)

there was the whole night arrived and departed by all.sorts.of guests

(17) a. [RP Theme [RELATOR [VP V [Complement ...]]]]
b. [RP [VP V [Complement ...]] [RELATOR Theme]]

• the conative alternations in (40) and (41) involve the Theme argument as the subject of
predication for the VP

6 in the simple transitives in (40a) and (41b), the Theme is represented as the specifier of a
RELATOR phrase whose predicate (in the complement of the RELATOR) is the minimal
projection of the verb

6 in the conatives in (40b) and (41b) (containing the preposition at), the predication relation
between the minimal VP and the Theme is reversed underlyingly, such that the predicate now
appears in the specifier position of the RELATOR phrase and the Theme is the complement
of the RELATOR (which in English conatives involving affecting verbs is typically spelled out
at; cf. by in passive (15a))

(42) a. [RP [Theme the meat/bread] [RELATOR [VP eat/cut]]]
b. [RP [VP eat/cut] [RELATOR=at [Theme the meat/bread]]]

• though the meat and the bread are Themes in both variants of the conative alternation (after
all, in both variants the referent of the meat/bread undergoes a change of state), only in the
simple transitives are we dealing with an AFFECTED Theme

(43) a. he ate the meat in two minutes
b. *he ate at the meat in two minutes

(44) a. he shot the bear (#but he missed)
b. he shot at the bear (but he missed)

6 AFFECTED Themes occupy SpecRP, never the complement position of the RELATOR

6 a configurational approach to AFFECTEDNESS presents itself (cf. the small-clause approach)

2 Alternations of the type hit something ~ hit at/on something and pull/push something ~ pull/push on something
might not actually instantiate the conative alternation. It seems to me plausible to think that the versions of these con-
structions featuring a P-element are underlyingly ‘light verb’ constructions (give a pull/push on something), and that the
substring introduced by the P-element is a dependent of a nominal phrase.
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(45) a. Theme = subject of a predication structure whose predicate expresses a state/location
(this predication structure can be either canonical or reverse)

b. AFFECTED Theme = subject of a CANONICAL predication structure whose predicate
expresses a state/location

6 it is plausible to think that the need for the AFFECTED Theme to asymmetrically c-command
the stative/locative predicate is inextricably connected with its measuring out the event (in
the sense of Tenny’s work): a Theme can only measure out an event if it c-commands it; the
subject of a reverse predication structure never c-commands the event at any point in the
derivation (being stuck in the complement position of the RELATOR)

• the fact that the Theme of the a–examples in (40) and (41) can, but the Theme of the
b–examples cannot, antecede a depictive secondary predicate follows from the analysis of
the conative alternation in (42): only in (42a) can the Theme c-command an object depictive
contained in the VP
[re: (44), Motut (2014) notes astutely that even the a–example has a hard time associating
a depictive such as sad to the bear on a reading of shoot in which it participates in the
conative alternation — John shot the beari sadi {with his camera/*with his rifle}]

(46) a. John ate the meat raw [RP [Theme the meat] [RELATOR [VP eat [AP raw]]]]
b. *John ate at the meat raw [RP [VP eat [AP raw]] [RELATOR=at [Theme the meat]]]

6 it is entirely standard to pin the contrast in (46) (dating back to Williams 1980) on a c-
command problem — the present analysis thus fits in a long tradition

6 but in the present analysis it is not a PP-structure projected by at that is responsible for the
breakdown of c-command: the c-command problem involving object depictives in conatives
runs deeper on the reverse predication approach

6 there is reason to believe that being contained in a PP per se does not severely affect the c-
command potential of a noun phrase: numerous cases of ‘almost c-command’ (to use Horn-
stein’s term) have been documented in the literature

(47) a. he talked to every girl about herself/her parents
b. he gives money to his children on each other’s birthdays
c. I {ask/beg of / plead with / impose on} you [PRO to help me]

6 the fact that the ban on object depictives in conatives is so much stronger than expected if
a ‘mere’ problem of PP-containment were involved lends support for the approach in (46)

• the object of conative constructions is capable of scoping over the subject: (48b) is just as
ambiguous as (48a)

6 we see this Q-scope ambiguity also in the active/passive alternation: (49)
[Chomsky has famously pointed out that (at least) two languages are spoken by everyone in
this room strongly favours a collective interpretation, while everyone in this room speaks (at
least) two languages is preferably distributive; but the sentences are not in fact unambiguous]
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(48) a. someone ate every piece of meat
b. someone ate at every piece of meat

(49) a. someone kissed every girl in the room
b. someone was kissed by every girl in the room

6 the complement of the RELATOR in reverse predication structures is not ‘frozen in place’ —
we know this also from the fact that wh-movement of the complement of the RELATOR

(stranding the P-element spelling out the RELATOR) is possible in reverse predication
structures as well

NB it is predicted by the reverse predication analysis of conatives that pied-piping of at under
Â-movement of the Theme should be impossible: at and the Theme do not form a maximal
projection eligible for movement

6 the status of (50) is perhaps not crystal clear — but it seems unwarranted to declare these
pied-piping cases unacceptable

(50) a. ?the meat at which he was eating was raw
b. ?the bread at which he was cutting was stale

6 I leave open the possibility that, as an alternative to serving as the exponent of the RELATOR

in (42b), at can project an adjunct-PP (cf. circumstantial modifiers headed by by; also fn. 2)

C it has been suggested (see esp. Blight 2004) that the conative alternation is the counterpart
in English to the antipassive, a syntactic operation that ‘demotes’ the object and typically
marks it as an oblique — cf. the following examples (Smith 1982)

(51) a. anguti-up annak taku-janga (Labrador Inuit)

man-ERG woman.ABS see-3SG.SUBJ.3SG.OBJ.PRS

‘the man sees the woman’
b. angutik anna-mik taku-juk

man.ABS woman-INS see-3SG.SUBJ.PRS

‘the man sees a woman’

6 it is imaginable that the transitive/antipassive alternation is a ‘directionality of predication’
alternation in some cases (reversing the direction of predication in the RP whose predicate
is the minimal VP and whose subject is the Theme)

6 but evidently it cannot be the case that all antipassives are analysed in this way — in (51) we
are not dealing with a ‘Theme-of’ relationship; the object in (51a) does not serve as the
subject of predication for the minimal VP, but as the complement of V

6 (at least) two types of antipassive: Polinsky’s chapter in The Oxford Handbook of Ergativity

• also relevant in connection with conatives and antipassives: unspecified object deletion (he
is eating), perhaps analysable as conative cum implicit argument in complement of RELATOR
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• the dative/applicative alternation

(52) a. Mary gave a book to John
b. Mary gave John a book

(53) a. Mary provided the materials to John
b. Mary provided John with the materials

6 some dative/applicative alternations involve a P-element in only one of the two variants;
others feature a (different) P-element in each variant

6 a dative P-element is systematically present in one member of the dative/applicative alter-
nation

Q is the dative P-element the exponent of a RELATOR head in a reverse predication structure?

A NO — the grammaticality of locative inversion applied to the to-PP in English P-dative con-
structions presents a strong argument for treating the to-PP as the underlying predicate of a
canonical locative predication structure

(54) a. the first copy of the book was given to John
a. to John was given the first copy of the book

(55) a. the most difficult exercise was assigned to Mary
b. to Mary was assigned the most difficult exercise

6 locative inversion is an instance of PREDICATE INVERSION

6 locative inversion affects only constituents that serve as predicates — more particularly,
predicates of Themes in canonical predication structures (for only they can invert with their
subject by moving into SpecTP)

(56) [TP [PP to John] [TN T ... [RP [the first copy of the book] [RN RELATOR [(...) tPP]]]]]

NB in (56), I left open the question of whether the dative PP is directly predicated of the Theme
(in a RELATOR phrase whose predicate is the dative PP itself, serving as the complement of
V — cf. the ‘small clause’ approach of Den Dikken 1995) or is instead predicated indirectly
of the Theme, forming a complex predicate with V (Larson 1988, Hale & Keyser 1993)

6 it is difficult to provide a short answer to this question (see also pp. 20–21, below)
6 it took Den Dikken (1995) a full chapter to present the case for the ‘small clause’ approach,

based on a variety of arguments (mostly turning on the syntax of verbal particles in
ditransitives; but see Johnson 1991 for an analysis of some of these particle data from the
alternative perspective of the complex verb approach)

6 at a minimum, we can say that the predication relation between the dative PP and the Theme
can be direct, without a verb being called upon to form a complex predicate with PP — the
grammaticality of English (57) and Hungarian (58) is indicative of this
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(57) a. the honour is/comes/goes/falls to me (to present these lectures)
b. to me is/comes/goes/falls the honour (to present these lectures)

(58) Marinak van kalapja
Mari-DAT is hat.POSS

• if the dative PP and the Theme form a predication structure together (to the exclusion of the
verb) in at least a subset of ditransitive constructions, this could open up a perspective on
(53), with with in (53b) treated as the spell-out of the RELATOR head of a reverse predication

(59) a. [RP [Theme the materials] [RN RELATOR [PP to John]]]
b. [RP [PP Pi John] [RN RELATOR=with [Theme the materials]]]

6 the copular status of with could possibly be independently supported on the basis of an in-
depth investigation of the syntax of with-absolutes of the type in (60a) — which may be
assimilable to copular sentences of the type in (60b) (Moro 1997)

(60) a. with Trump in the White House, science is in grave danger
b. it’s that Trump is in the White House (that presents the gravest threat to science)

6 but note that with in (60a) finds itself outside the predication structure formed by Trump and
in the White House — it does not appear to be the RELATOR of this predication

6 I am highly skeptical of the feasibility of a reverse predication approach to (53b); and a
parallel approach to (52b) almost certainly will not be possible: see pp. 20–21

C a major difference between the dative/applicative alternation and the argument-structure
alternations discussed previously is that while the latter allow for inverse SCOPE in both
members of the alternation, the dative/applicative alternation (with or without with) resists
inverse scope in the b–version (Aoun & Li 1989, and several papers by Bruening): cf. (61)
and (62) to (48) and (49), above

(61) a. Mary gave some book to every student 6 ambiguous
b. Mary gave some student every book 6 no distributive reading available

(62) a. Mary provided some book to every student 6 ambiguous
b. Mary provided some student with every book 6 no distributive reading available

6 in exhibiting ‘scope freezing’ in one of its members, the dative/applicative alternation is
strikingly similar to the locative alternation

(63) a. some letter was lying in every mailbox 6 ambiguous
b. in some mailbox was lying every letter 6 no distributive reading available

6 since locative inversion indubitably involves the application of a syntactic operation
(PREDICATE INVERSION), this may confirm a derivational approach to the dative alternation
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(64) a. [RP [Theme a book] [RN RELATOR [PP to John]]]
b. [FP [PP Pi John] [FN F+RELATOR [RP [Theme a book] [RN tR tPP]]]]

6 a derivational approach to dative shift in terms of predicate inversion shed explanatory light
on the syntax of triadic verb–particle constructions (see Den Dikken 1995 for details)

C in (64b), the ‘indirect object’ is  the complement of a silent P, with this PP occupying a
derived specifier position (SpecFP), and the ‘direct object’ is also in a specifier position —
that of the RP within which the predication relation between the Theme and its predicate (the
dative PP) is established

6 this constellation of facts about the syntax of double object constructions provides an account
of the fact that the sentence in (65) is only two-ways, not five-ways ambiguous
[I am not including a subject resultative reading in the list because it is well known, inde-
pendently, that subjects of transitive verbs cannot antecede resultative secondary predicates]

(65) he gave the girl the metal hot
a. he gave the girl the metal while he was hot [Tsubject depictive]
b. he gave the girl the metal while it was hot [Tobject depictive]
c. =/he gave the girl the metal while she was hot [*indirect object depictive]
d. =/he gave the girl the metal and she got hot as a result [*indirect object resultative]
e. =/he gave the girl the metal and it got hot as a result [*direct object resultative]

6 the unavailability of the c– and d–readings can be related to the fact that P-objects quite
generally cannot serve as antecedents of secondary predicates — cf. (66), which supports
neither a depictive nor a resultative interpretation in which nude is linked to the P-object her

(66) he talked to her nude
a. he talked to her while he was nude
b. =/he talked to her while she was nude
c. =/he talked to her and she ended up nude as a result

NB1 Maling (2001) has pointed out that ‘light verb’ construals of give do allow linking of a
depictive secondary predicate to the ‘indirect object’ — the nurse gave the patient his
medication half-asleep (where give x his medication = medicate x) and the nurse gave the
patient a physical exam fully dressed (where give x a physical exam = physically examine
x); this may indicate that ‘light verb’ give does not involve a syntax of the type in (64b) —
compatible with which is the fact that ‘light verb’ give typically resists the dative alternation

NB2 the ‘indirect object’ of the double object construction can antecede reflexives and bound-
variable pronouns (Barss & Lasnik 1986) — as (47) showed, P-objects often manage to bind
and control under ‘almost c-command’; for antecedence of depictives, a stricter relationship
is needed: even when an ‘indirect object’ or P-object explicitly binds something, it still
cannot link up to a depictive (*theyi gave every workerj hisj paycheck drunki/*j, *theyi talked
to every girlj about herj parents nudei/*j); antecedents of depictives must be specifier-xNPs
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6 the unavailability of the e–reading for (65), prima facie surprising as direct objects are other-
wise perfectly able to serve as subjects of resultative secondary predicates, follows straight-
forwardly from (64b): the metal already serves as the subject of a resultative secondary
predicate (the dative PP); double resultatives are impossible (because a state of affairs, here
[the book on the shelf], cannot be the subject of a resultative secondary predicate) — cf. (67)
[it will be interesting to investigate whether he shelved the book dirty (widely assumed to
have the same underlier as he put the book on the shelf dirty) supports a resultative reading]

(67) he put the book on the shelf dirty 
a. he put the book on the shelf while it was dirty
b. =/he put the book on the shelf and it got dirty as a result

 
6 the range of interpretations available for (65) falls out exactly from the analysis in (64b);

other analyses would struggle to rule out all of (65c–e)
 
C the derivational approach to dative shift also allows us to understand the fact that the dative/

applicative alternation does not give rise to ungrammatical diathesis MISMATCHES under
ELLIPSIS (sluicing, in particular) — in contrast to the active/passive alternation (as I discuss
in work currently in progress, and partially reproduced below)3

(68) a. they sent a schedule out to the stockholders [PDC]
b. they sent the stockholders out a schedule [DOC]

(69) a. I know the secretary sent some people out a schedule, but I don’t remember who
b. they sent the stockholders out a schedule, but I don’t remember which (schedule)

6 the sluicing examples in (69) are grammatical — which is remarkable in light of the fact that
speakers are uncomfortable with (70b) (to a somewhat varying extent) and (71b) is entirely
impossible (Stowell 1981)

(70) a. who did they send +out, a schedule +out, to?
b. %who did they send out a schedule?

(71) a. which schedule did they send out to the stockholders?
b. *which schedule did they send the stockholders out?

• if the ellipsis clauses in (69) had an internal syntax paralleling that of the antecedent clauses
(which involve the DOC), ellipsis would have to provide amnesty for wh-movement in a
syntactic environment in which such movement is prohibited in the absence of ellipsis

6 ‘repair by ellipsis’ is known to exist — but it only seems to amnesty subjacency violations
(which may be argued to be assessed at PF), not trace licensing (‘ECP’) violations

3 In the discussion of ellipsis mismatches, I use ditransitive constructions featuring a verbal particle (out in (56)–
(58)) because these are the most restrictive members of the diverse family of ditransitives.
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6 the problem with the b–examples in (70) and (71) is generally understood to be a trace licens-
ing issue, not a matter of subjacency (see Den Dikken 1995 for discussion)

6 if so, the violations incurred in (70b) and (71b) cannot be repaired by ellipsis

• the grammaticality of wh-movement in (69) will be perfectly pedestrian if these sluices
involve elliptical PDCs: there is nothing wrong with (70a) and (71a)

6 this confronts us with a striking lack of parallelism between the ellipsis clause (now hypothe-
sised to involve a PDC) and its antecedent, which is explicitly a DOC

• mismatches for active/passive voice are sharply impossible under sluicing

(72) someone murdered John, but I don’t recall who
(73) *John was murdered, but I don’t recall who

6 this can be understood from the perspective of the ‘directionality of predication alternation’
approach to the active/passive alternation: the syntax of the antecedent clause in (73) (an
explicit passive, featuring REVERSE predication) is fundamentally different from the syntax
of the ellipsis clause (necessarily an active clause, featuring CANONICAL predication)

NB that the ellipsis clause in (73) must be active is clear from the fact that postulating a passive
source (who he was murdered by) would have to involve the introduction, ex nihilo (i.e., in
the absence of an antecedent for it), of a preposition (by) in the ellipsis clause

6 such is known independently to be impossible — even for words that have very little seman-
tic content, such as the grammatical preposition of in (74); see Chung’s (2006) (75)

(74) John is jealous, but I don’t know *(of) who
(75) No New Words (Chung 2006)

every lexical item in the numeration of the sluice that ends up (only) in the elided IP
must be identical to an item in the numeration of the antecedent CP

• in light of the fact (established on the basis of (72)~(73)) that mismatches in the underlying
directionality of predication are not tolerated in ellipsis constructions (although they are un-
objectionable in the absence of ellipsis), the earlier conclusion that (69a,b) require a
DOC/PDC mismatch in order to succeed tells us that the dative/applicative alternation is
NOT a ‘directionality of predication alternation’ (on why it cannot be, see pp. 20–21)

6 rather, the DOC has the same underlier as the PDC, and the DOC is derived from this under-
lier via a syntactic operation — PREDICATE INVERSION (recall (64))

6 the syntactic operation involved preserves the P-head visibly present in the syntax of the
PDC — that is, the DOC is like the PDC in having the Goal/Beneficiary argument introduced
by a preposition; the preposition has no phonological matrix in the DOC (put differently, the
DOC involves a silent allomorph of dative to; Czepluch 1982, Kayne 1984, Den Dikken
1995)
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6 with the same dative P syntactically present in both the PDC and the DOC, treating the
ellipsis site in (69) as a PDC steers clear of a violation of Chung’s (2006) ‘No New Words’
(75); if, by contrast, the PDC and the DOC had radically different syntaxes, with P present
only in the former, postulating a PDC source for the ellipsis clauses in (69) would be illicit

C these are significant contributions to the syntax of the dative/applicative alternation — ones
that make certain analyses more feasible than others

6 these remarks do not, of course, constitute an analysis of the dative/applicative alternation
as such

6 there is a truly gigantic literature on the dative/applicative alternation in and outside the
generative approach — I cannot even begin to do justice to it here

6 Den Dikken (1995) is one of the few fully explicit derivational analysis of dative shift that
are directly compatible with the remarks made above

Q why can the dative/applicative alternation not be a ‘directionality of predication alternation’,
unlike the causative/inchoative, active/passive and conative alternations?

A it is likely that SELECTION plays a key role in this

• consider again the structures of the four alternations discussed in the foregoing, side by side

(76) a. [RP [xNP the cold] [RN RELATOR [VP froze my fingers]]] [CAUS/INCH]
b. [RP [VP froze my fingers] [RN RELATOR [xNP the cold]]]

(77) a. [RP [xNP Mary] [RN RELATOR [VP hit John]]] [ACT/PASS]
b. [RP [VP hit John] [RN RELATOR [xNP Mary]]]

(78) a. [RP [xNP the meat/bread] [RELATOR [VP eat/cut]]] [CONATIVE]
b. [RP [VP eat/cut] [RELATOR [xNP the meat/bread]]]

(79) a. [VP give [RP [xNP a book] [RN RELATOR [PP to John]]]] [DAT/APPL]
b. [VP give [FP [PP Pi John] [FN F+RELATOR [RP [xNP a book] [RN tR tPP]]]]]

• in the first three, the predicate is a projection of V, and the subject of predication is an argu-
ment of the verb

• in the dative/applicative alternation, the predicate is instead a projection of P (dative to)
6 the dative predication structure serves as the COMPLEMENT of the lexical verb
6 the verb SELECTS for its complement; the syntactic structure of the ditransitive construction

must be such that V’s selectional restrictions can be satisfied
6 in (79a), c-selection (for PP) is satisfied thanks to the fact that the predicate’s categorial

feature specification is visible on the RELATOR

6 in (79b), too, c-selection is satisfied: the RELATOR (on which P’s categorial feature specifi-
cation is visible) obligatorily raises up to F, the head of V’s complement
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• imagine now that the syntax of the dative/applicative alternation involved a reversal of the
directionality of the predication structure in the complement of V, as in (80)

(80) a. [VP give [RP [xNP a book] [RN RELATOR [PP to John]]]]
b. *[VP give [RP [PP Pi John] [RN RELATOR [xNP a book]]]]

6 in the reverse predication in (80b), the categorial feature specification of PP, for which give
selects, is not visible on the RELATOR because PP is not the complement of the RELATOR

[that categorial features are not shared under Spec–Head agreement is clear from the fact that
clauses cannot ‘adopt’ the categorial feature specification of their nominal subject: clauses
do not outwardly distribute like nominal phrases]

6 give in (80b) cannot satisfy its selectional restrictions, ruling out this reverse predication
structure (but for (53b), the door to reverse predication remains ajar, with RELATOR=with=P)

• the generalisation that emerges from this discussion is that reverse predication structures
should never be grammatical in environments involving c-SELECTION

6 this also sheds important light on the fact that while (81a) and (81b) are both well-formed
in DP, it is impossible for the reverse predication structure to be embedded under consider-
type verbs: while (82b) (a case of predicate inversion, signalled by the obligatory copula) is
grammatical, (82a) is not

(81) a. that idiot doctor prescribed me the wrong medication
[DP that [RP [xNP idiot] [RN RELATOR [xNP doctor]]]]

b. that idiot of a doctor just wrecked my car
[DP that [FP [xNP idiot] [FN F+RELATOR [RP [xNP a doctor] [RN tR txNP]]]]]

(82) a. *I consider the biggest idiot him
*[VP consider [RP [xNP the biggest idiot] [RN RELATOR [xNP him]]]]

b. I consider the biggest idiot to be him
[VP consider [FP [xNP the biggest idiot] [FN F+RELATOR [RP [xNP him] [RN tR txNP]]]]]

• a note on anticausatives and middles (see Den Dikken & Dékány 2019, Den Dikken 2019)

(83) a. she broke the glass [causative]
b. the glass broke [anticausative]
c. a glass breaks easily [middle]

(84) a. elle a cassé le verre [causative] (French)

she has broken the glass
b. le verre s’est cassé [anticausative]

the glass SE is broken
c. un verre se casse facilement [middle]

a glass SE breaks easily
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         TP

   DP                             T  RP
     
       PREDICATE   RN

VPi

R SUBJECT

                        SEi

C a maximally unified approach to SE (following Kayne 1988, Cinque 1988, Pesetsky 1995)
6 SE is uniformly a subject of predication — more particularly, the subject of a REVERSE predi-

cation structure

(i) anticausative SE

(85)

• semantically, SE is associated with the event denoted by the VP, which is said to come about
(all) by itself

• morphosyntactically, SE requires as its local nominal antecedent the DP in the structural
subject position (SpecTP), with which SE agrees in ö-features

• SE does not fully saturate the predication relation established inside the RP in (85), allowing
RP in turn to be predicated of the subject in SpecTP

• the subject in SpecTP bears the same thematic relation to the event as the reflexive clitic SE:
it is the Theme of the breaking event

(ii) inherent-reflexive SE and middle SE

(86) a. il s’ est bien conduit/comporté (French)

he SE is well behaved
‘he behaved (himself) well’

b. [TP ili [T=est [RP [conduit/comporté] [RN RELATOR=Init [SEi]]]]]

(87) a. ce livre se lit facilement (French)

this book SE reads easily
‘this book reads easily’

b. [TP ce livrei [T [RP [lit eci] [RN RELATOR=Init [SEi]]]]]

• the -ik of Hungarian unaccusative, anticausative and medio-passive ikes igék ‘ik-verbs’ such
as érkez-ik ‘arrive’, tör-ik ‘break’, csuk-ód-ik ‘close’ and lát-sz-ik ‘be visible’ is (descended
from) a 3SG reflexive element (Balázs 2001, Sárosi 2003)

6 this makes -ik similar to SE in Indo-European

(88) a. János borotválkoz-ik b. a vonat érkez-ik (Hungarian)

János shave-IK the train arrive-IK
‘János is shaving himself’ ‘the train is arriving’
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   TP

  DP             TN

           Jánosi     T  RP
          [–PAST]

     PREDICATE       RN
            VP

          R     SUBJECT

  borotválkoz ti         SEi

                   -ik

   TP

  DP             TN

         the traink     T  RP
[–PAST]
    is      PREDICATE       RN
            VP

          R     SUBJECT

        built tk    by         
     Bombardier

   TP

  DP             TN

          a vonatk     T  RP
          [–PAST]

     PREDICATE       RN
            VPi

          R     SUBJECT

       érkez tk         SEi

                   -ik

• the structures in (86)–(88) globally match the syntax of passives presented earlier in this
session — (89) serves as a reminder

(89) a. the train is built by Bombardier

b.

• in all these structures, the main verb’s VP is engaged in a reverse predication relationship,
and its internal argument is promoted to structural subject

• there is an important difference, however, between the derivations in (86)–(88), on the one
hand, and (89), on the other: while the passive in (89) calls for auxiliation, the main verb in
inherent reflexives and middles amalgamates with finite verbal morphology itself

6 the fact that the verb in the reverse predication structure in (89b) is a participial form and
cannot be tense/ö-inflected is related to the fact that its projection occupies a specifier
position: head movement out of specifier positions is generally very difficult (see, e.g., Baker
1988, Hale & Keyser 1993)
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6 in (86)–(88), too, the VP originates on a left branch; yet here, amalgamation of the verb with
finite inflection is successful — because the right branch of the RP substructure (the clitic
SE/-ik) moves, via R, into the inflectional domain of the clause, which lifts the islandhood
of its left branch4

• for discussion of CAUS+SE ‘passives’ of the type in (90) and (91), see Den Dikken & Dékány
(2019)

(90) il s’ est fait tuer (French)

he SE is made kill
a. ‘he was killed’
b. ‘he made some unspecified person(s) kill him’
c. ?*‘he made himself kill some unspecified person(s)’

(91) a. az ITM és az MTA között megköt-tet-ett (formal written Hungarian)

the ITM and the MTA between tie-CAUS-PST.3SG

‘[an agreement] between the ITM (the Hungarian Ministry of Innovation and Technol-
ogy) and the MTA (the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) has been reached’
(Emese Szilágyi, ADF letter to the members of the HAS presidency, 21 March 2019)

b. a kutatóhálózat sorsa megpecsétel-tet-ett
the research.network fate.POSS seal-CAUS-PST.3SG

‘the fate of the research network is sealed’
(István Kenesei’s speech at the MTA Élõlánc demonstration, 12 February 2019)

c. ezek ma már […] nem használ-tat-nak
these today already  not use-CAUS-3PL

‘today these are not used any more’
(Zoltán Lévai, 2004, ‘Az „ikes” igékrõl’ (‘About ik-verbs’); Édes Anyanyelvünk 29/5: 4)

DAY 3 apparently non-local relations between predicates and their arguments, and the involvement of
movement – cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions (It was the funding that the government froze, What
the government froze was the funding), ‘raising’ and ‘copy raising’ (The funding seems to be frozen,
The funding seems like it is going to be frozen), ‘tough-movement’ (Funding is easy to freeze)

4 ‘Left branch-hood’ is a configurational property: a left branch is only a left branch in the presence of material
to its right; removal of all of this material under movement robs the specifier of RP of its ‘left branch-hood’, and renders
its head eligible for an Agree relationship with a head outside RP. The fact that movement leaves traces/copies of the
moved material behind in syntax suggests that the effect of removal of ‘left branch-hood’ under movement of non-left-
branch material is best handled at PF.


